S. Korean FM Sees Korean Peninsula Nuke Issue as Long-term, Biggest Challenge

By KIYUCK YU

The United States, Canada, Bulgaria, Georgia, Estonia, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Norway, Poland, Romania, Turkey and Britain participate to the drills. The Rapid Trident maneuvers have been conducted annually in Ukraine since 2006 under Nato’s Partnership for Peace program. They are designed to boost interaction between the participating nations and exchange the professional experiences among them.

Kiev – International military exercises wide-named Rapid Trident 2017 were officially opened on Monday in Ukraine’s Lviv region, the Ukrainian Defense Ministry said.

The exercises’ post and field maneuverings, which are held as a part of a press conference taking place at a provisory International Peacekeeping and Peacebuilding Center Training Center, involved 2,500 military personnel from Ukraine and 14 foreign countries, said the statement on the ministry’s website.
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